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This book is dedicated to you.
May you find your passion
and your true purpose in life.
Remember: You are the co-creator of your life!
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INTRODUCTION
My mission is to help you have a juicy life – not just any old life, but a
life you feel passionate about, one that is on purpose, one that feels
great! I want you to wake up in the morning and say: ‘I cannot wait
to see what Life will bring me today!’
I want to help you turn hard times into good times. Having lost
my job I can fully empathise with others suffering at this time of
economic hardship, and I feel better equipped to help them.
I am grateful that I have been practising the use of these various tools
(mainly the Law of Attraction) for many years now. I am grateful that
I started the ‘100-Day Reality Challenge’ community (also known
as ‘Co-Creating Our Reality’ or CCOR) in 2005 with Sandy Grason
and Laura Duksta, two wonderful and amazing women who, having
written respectively Journalution and I Love You More, are now
famous authors in the self-development industry.
Over the last eight years I have come to realise the extraordinary
creative power that we all have. I have posted hundreds of videos
and blogs on YouTube (well over 400 to date) and elsewhere on the
Internet, and I have observed my life unfold while applying practices
such as taking 100% responsibility, visualisation, vision boards,
healthy eating, brainstorming, participating in seminars, etc. I have
been practising these techniques consciously and deliberately for
over 1,000 days (in ten 100-day challenges, which I shall explain
later) such that I feel I am now fully equipped to use them in
facing the personal challenge that I have been given: the loss of
my job.
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I realise that not everyone has the tools that I have. Many people
are frightened. Many are wondering, ‘How can I get through this?’
It is my duty and my mission to help you. So I will be sharing my
journey. It will unfold though the pages of this diary and, hopefully, it
will help you see how you too can manifest your dream job, or, if you
do not want to call it a ‘dream job’, at least a job which, every day,
stimulates the flow of new ideas, a job such that you feel you are
making a real and valued contribution, a job that you do not simply
tolerate or endure for the sake of survival, or even for the sake of
having money to enable you to do the things that you love.
I hear people say, ‘Get a good bed, you spend a lot of time sleeping!’
Yes, we do, but we also spend a lot of time at work and we all have
work. This book is most definitely not about finding any kind of
work, but about finding work that is fulfilling.
Through this book you will follow the journey of someone – me –
who is determined to find a fulfilling job, a job that makes me happy.
My intention is to be outstandingly creative in this job, to have new
ideas flowing in, to be part of a talented team, to make a difference,
and to feel content. That is my desire, my intention and the context
in which I am living my life.
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UNPRECEDENTED NEWS
This afternoon I received a call from Peter Gould, the CEO of my
company: ‘Lilou, I have bad news.’ He paused for a few seconds.
It seemed an eternity. I had felt the tension in the company, and
sensed something bad was about to happen, but nothing could
have prepared me for his words: ‘Your job is being made redundant.
We’re not going to be able to keep you any longer.’
My heart was pounding. I asked, ‘So when do you want me to
leave?’
He replied, ‘Well, as long as you hand in all the work you have, and
do a professional handover, you can leave now.’
In a few seconds, with those few words, my life changed. My future
had altered. What was I going to do? I’d been in the job for six
months – Internet Marketing Director for a London-based hospitality
company. For the previous seven years I had worked in the USA
on a self-employed basis. I’d applied for this job from the USA.
I was thirsty for a new adventure. I was thrilled, and accepted the
position. It’s a dynamic, entrepreneurial company, but I have to say
that it wasn’t all plain sailing, especially the last few weeks…
I just accepted the news at face value, trying not to read too much
into it. I stayed professional on the phone, and tried to find out more
about the practicalities. ‘OK, so how does this work? This has never
happened to me.’ Since I had been with the company for only six
months, the official policy was to give me only a week’s severance
pay. However, as I had relocated from the USA, Peter told me that I’d
be given a month’s salary. I thought that was generous, and it was
some relief. Peter told me to call Alexis, the HR person, to arrange
the details. Before our conversation ended, I asked him to email the
60 employees working in the office to let them know immediately.
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He sent an email explaining that I was ‘moving to pastures new’.
Pastures? What is that now? Is this a British way of saying that you
have been sacked? I didn’t think so. I had been fired and that was
the truth, but that’s not how he put it. He possibly meant to imply
that things would be greener for me on the other side…? Yes, that
was probably it... I was hopeful.
I was certainly grateful for that smooth and considerate email, as
I did not want to be the recipient of everyone’s sympathy, to look
bad in front my colleagues. I had only worked six months in the
position. Thirty minutes later, HR was in my office, and we discussed
the details of my redundancy.
So that’s the news today: I’ve lost my job.
All afternoon colleagues came into my office and asked me what
I was up to. They wanted juicy details. Under pressure, I started
making up a story that I had some plans that I could not, as yet,
share, but, yes, I was certainly moving to ‘pastures new’, as Peter
had said. All the while, as I was saying to people, ‘It’s been a great
experience, but, you know, it’s time to move on…,’ I was thinking
of what exactly these pastures could be. By the end of the day,
having received numerous visitors and emails, a new scenario was
taking shape in my heart and mind: I was inviting my life to lift off.
The bad news was transmuting into great news. I felt increasingly
liberated by the minute. Here was an opportunity for something new,
an opportunity for something great to start. It was up to me.
I’m back home now, digesting the fact that I was made redundant
today. This is a first. I cannot explain why I now feel such relief! It has
awakened such joy in me – and energy. I look forward to being guided
rapidly to something new and fulfilling, where I can truly develop my
passions and purpose, and prosper to the fullest extent.
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I have to admit that I was not happy at work and it was affecting my
entire life, especially the last few weeks, always stressed, working
long hours, sleepless and not feeling like the captain of my own ship.
Yuck! But I have learned a lot there. I have sharpened my skills, but
most importantly I have learned what I did not want. I am extremely
grateful for that.
Now it is time for more – to find something new. I am asking Life to
guide me. This is the time for my dreams to become real…

I LOVE AVOCADOS
It’s three days since I lost my job, and I’m just doing what feels good,
from moment to moment.
I am in the kitchen now. It is time to nourish my body. I am a raw
vegan. For me, the main thing is to eat foods that feel good. For
example, I love avocado. I am holding an avocado right now, and
I definitely want to add it to this beautiful healthy salad I am about
to create. I love the avocado’s richness, its creaminess, and how it
nourishes my body. So yummy!

NEW IDEAS FLOW
Soon after I lost my job I had the revelation that I should keep a
journal as I look for a new job – a dream job – and then make this
journal into a book. This project should help me and, I hope, others
in this time of economic crisis. It should help them find what their
true Selves really want!
I cannot believe how effortlessly the ideas have been flowing since
then. I haven’t stopped writing, whether on the London tube earlier,
or now that I am in the kitchen trying to find the time to eat some
healthy foods. I have all these amazing thoughts, attracting them one
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by one. I am really aware of this right now, and very, very grateful.
This flow of ideas has been happening ever since I started asking for
higher guidance.

AWARENESS
I am so struck by the fact that this is happening at such lightning
speed! I have the thought that, yes, it is going to happen pretty fast,
and, yes, I am going to get a book out of it. It is amazing to be riding
that wave right now and my goal is to keep on feeling that way, to
stay tuned and to feel guided. I am going to focus on anything that
feels good. I am recording every single step, because every step
now is important, as my life unfolds.

MY DIFFICULTIES WERE MEANT TO BE
I think people need this book now. People are losing jobs. Many are
unhappy in their current positions. I wasn’t happy in mine. I stayed
there six months. I had a lot of conflict internally: learning how to
deal with other people and teams, working with women… (Yes, I am
one, but that doesn’t make it easy!) So when I got the news that I
had been sacked I was grateful because I had some understanding
of the Law of Attraction. I knew this was not a coincidence; it was
meant to happen.
And now, a few days later, I understand that there is something
important unfolding. I must share this story to inspire others going
through similar experiences, those who might not have the tools that
I have acquired over the last eight years. So this book is to share
my life with people who really need this support right now. It could
be a guide to help job seekers, job haters, graduates, stay-at-home
moms, and people simply bored with their jobs, not just to find ‘a
job’ but the job, one that corresponds with their desires and needs,
so that they can wake up in the morning, fully alive and passionate
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about what they are doing: a job they know that they do well but
which stretches them, one that feels great! That is the kind of job I
am talking about.

URGENCY
I feel a sense of urgency, because people are in real need. I feel
compelled to share this journey – every single step – and the faster it
happens, the sooner the book can go out, the better. I do not think I
am the fastest typist but I can do a pretty good job. As yet, though,
I’m undecided whether to transcribe the memos I’m recording myself,
or attract somebody else to type them up.

A PRECEDENT: NEALE DONALD WALSCH
I had heard about Neale Donald Walsch, and then I saw the movie
of his life, Conversations with God, on DVD about a year ago. After
losing a highly paid job, he also lost his friends and found himself on
the street at about 50 years of age. He kept asking God, ‘Please
God, help me, help me, help me!’ As I remember it, he was sitting
on a sofa one day when he suddenly started to write. He could not
stop writing. I feel exactly the same right now. Walsch said that his
writing was inspired by God.
I am very surprised that, all of a sudden, this is just coming out,
but I realise that it was in me. It was in me and it is just coming out
because I have allowed it to come out. I have asked for guidance. I
have asked for higher guidance and I am receiving it. So I can see
where Walsch was coming from. I remember in the movie the pages
and pages and pages flowing out. He just could not stop.
I remember vividly the moment when God tells him: ‘I am not
concerned about your worldly success, only you are. You are not to
worry about making a living. True masters are those that chose to
7
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make a life rather than a living. Go ahead, do what you really love.
Do nothing else. You have so little time. How can you think for a
moment about making a living from something you don’t like to do?
That is not a living. That is a dying.’

NURTURING MYSELF AND MANAGING
OTHERS’ EXPECTATIONS
I am learning how to nurture my ideas and be in my own cocoon.
I am confident of what I am doing right now, but whether it be my
family, my current flatmate or friends, I am not sure that they are
ready to hear about it. I have to be careful. I feel very strongly about
this but it is not an everyday thing to announce boldly: ‘I am going to
follow my passion. I have always wanted to empower millions, and
this is my time to do so. I know it is the right time.’ Other people in
my life might not be able to relate to this, so I am just going to move
forward with confidence, and reassure them in my own way – not lie,
as such, but simply tell them that I have a plan and that I am working
on it.

DEALING WITH FEARS OF SCARCITY
I want to get a domain name for this project, but I have this notion
of not enough, and I find myself thinking: ‘Maybe I should secure a
domain name right now.’ I think this fear is coming from a feeling of
scarcity: ‘Perhaps an established author or somebody with better
skills will put a similar book out, and maybe they will put it out faster,
and then they will be the successful one.’ I cannot believe that I am
now envious of someone who doesn’t even exist! Such feelings of
envy and scarcity could sabotage things, so I need to cancel this
thought.
I want my book to sell in millions. The timing is right, but I am
wondering how I should deal with my fears. I have to remind myself
8
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that my experience is all part of a bigger picture, and that it is up to
me to interpret it. I can make anything from this if I want to. The
interpretation I put on being sacked is a big part of me manifesting
a dream job. I tell myself that this had to happen. Feeling angry or
resentful is not going to help me. Feeling afraid of not being able
to pay the bills is not going to help me. All those fears are there. I
have lost my job, and this is the only fact, though; I should not add
anything to it. What I have a choice about is how I interpret it and
what I am going to focus on. This is important, because what we
focus on expands. That is the Law of Attraction!

ASKING FOR GUIDANCE
If things are becoming possible right now it is because of all my
previous experiences. The pieces of the puzzle are, indeed, coming
together all of a sudden; importantly, I am allowing them to come
together. I am asking for higher guidance. I am aware of my own
abilities, but I am still asking for it: ‘How can I receive? I want to
receive higher guidance. I want to receive higher guidance!’ I keep
on re-stating this.

SYNERGY
It is amazing that this project is flowing as quickly as it is right now.
I am able to do it because of previous experiences, because I have
an iPhone and because I am in London: I have the technology and
the knowledge to make it happen now. I have a burning desire, as
Wayne Dyer would say. I strongly want this to happen right now. I
feel that nothing can stop me. The moment feels right. My business,
marketing and technical skills have been sharpened over the last few
years in the USA and the UK. Everything – where you are right now
– is because of the entirety of your experience. The good and the
bad. It is all part of a puzzle, and my story is unfolding in front of my
eyes right now. It feels as if it all finally makes sense.
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IT IS AFFECTING ALL OF US
I am clear that I lost my last job for a reason. And I believe it is
probably to help you, not just to find any job, but a job you really
want and that you will be passionate about. Such help is really
needed on the planet right now, particularly the USA, which I am
really concerned about.
…But the economic crisis is not just happening in the USA, it is
happening in Japan, Australia, in the UK, in Europe, France…
People I love are being affected, people all over the world. We are
having to face reality. It is affecting all of us. This is happening to our
neighbours, to our good friends the world over. We have the notion
of time being limited, and finances being limited, and so we are
scared, and I, personally, am frightened right now, as I am standing
here recording this. But at the same time I feel very empowered.
Again, I am grateful for this technology that is helping me share my
unfolding journey.

LOSING YOUR JOB IS NO ACCIDENT
Where we are standing right now is because of everything that we
have experienced before. If, like me, you have lost a job, then this
can be the opportunity for something new and better. When looking
beyond the fear, I can see a bright future for me and for you. How
about if this is something that was needed for us to be happier and
more fulfilled? How about if this were the exact experience we needed
to find our dream job?

DISMISSING MY INNER VOICE
I can remember dismissing my feelings at work. I remember telling
myself that perhaps I was feeling that way because I had been selfemployed for the previous seven years. I thought that maybe it was
10
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because I was not used to working in a large team and delegating so
many aspects of my work. I speculated that it might be because I
was new to the UK. I thought I was not performing as well because
I was not good enough. I started to lose confidence in myself. I was
questioning all these things, but really I was not listening to this thing
inside… to what some would call my inner voice… telling me that
this was not it.

THERE ARE NO COINCIDENCES
Yes, I am very grateful that my boss fired me. When he told me that
my job had been terminated I felt relief: a very good sign! I know
that each of us reacts differently to this kind of event but, if you can,
then please get to this place where you at least feel some sort of relief
about where you are, a certain ease with your situation, or at least
an understanding that there might be no coincidence here. If you
are reading my diary or listening to it, it is because you were meant
to. Our thoughts attract our reality. Negative thoughts might attract
the lessons we need. Good thoughts attract the things we need to
find fulfilment.

NOT FOCUSING ON MONEY CONCERNS
Peter told me: ‘Your job has been terminated. You can leave today.
We do not need you any more.’ My ego was definitely shocked, but
I accepted it, and he offered me money to tide me over for a month.
I believe that this money is providing me with the cushion I need
to move forward, and I do not feel under too much pressure even
though London is very expensive. Yes, I am concerned about being
able to pay the bills, but I choose not to focus on this. I choose not
to focus on it because I know there is a plan; I know that it is no
coincidence that this has happened. I feel that something bigger is
happening. This feels like it is the way it is supposed to be.
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A NEW CAREER DIRECTION
Hmm… I am an Internet marketer by profession, so I should look
for Internet marketing positions… No! – I stop myself thinking that
– I do not have to look for an Internet marketing job! I have always
wanted to write a book. I have always wanted to do TV. I have
always wanted to empower millions of people. And this is the time,
right now, for me to do this. It is my time to step up and serve.
Another job as an Internet marketer is not going to make me feel
any better, far less fulfil me. I know that. I am good at it, but it is
not my passion any more. It is not my purpose in life. Life is now
calling me for more.

INTERRUPTED SALAD: ‘SQUEEZING’ THE
MOMENT
I have been trying to make this salad for the past hour, and I have
only cut an avocado, and had to stop five times. If you knew me you
would know that I love food so much that there is just no way I would
stop any other activity, and I am laughing at this thought. Right now I
am just so fulfilled, I feel so content, I am not even hungry. I am going
to eat because I love eating (I am French, after all!), but this is taking
a long time. This might be the slowest salad I have ever put together,
but, you know what? This flow of ideas is happening right now, and
I must not interrupt it.
You have to seize and squeeze the moment, and if ‘it’ is coming out,
whatever ‘it’ is for you, then be ready to do it anywhere. In the tube
earlier, the same thing happened, and I missed three stops. I was
walking around the underground and not finding my way because I
was typing the various ideas on my iPhone. Things were just flowing.
It started at the gym earlier today and has not stopped since. Anyway,
I should get back to my salad…
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SHARE YOUR UNIQUE KNOWLEDGE IN THE
WAY THAT SUITS YOU
I am not saying that you should write a book, and that this is all about
writing books and sharing knowledge in that format. What I am
convinced of, however, is that we all have something unique to share
and that this is of fundamental importance. Some of us write journals,
which is very therapeutic. Others do blogs, to share their thoughts online
with others, which is amazing. Then there are videos. I do many videos
on YouTube and I just love it. To date, I have posted about 410 videos
– diary videos – in which I have simply been relating, day by day, what
has been happening in my life and I will continue with this, as it is part
of my ‘100-Day Reality Challenge’ (http://www.CoCreatingOurReality.
com).
My point is that we should share our knowledge with others, in whatever
format suits us, especially as technology now makes this easier. If it’s in
book format, it’s in book format. If it is something else, it is something
else. Look at artists – they express their uniqueness through their art.
Some people express it in writing. I was not a particularly good writer,
but I had to get out of that zone. I have tried several times in the last
few years to write a book, but I guess the timing was off. Besides, I
had always had a voice in my head telling me I could not write. …That
English was not my first language and so I could not write a book in
English. So many reasons were holding me back. But now, the time
feels right, and I am ready, and I also feel the world is ready to hear this.
This feels so good; I won’t be stopped by fears about my writing. This is
too important. I discovered that, for me, the best way to do this was to
talk to this little device, standing here in my kitchen. This is what I have
attracted to me, and this is what feels great. If I am in front of a blank
white page… well, it just does not work for me.
So, whatever your passion is, whatever you are visualising, whatever you
want to do, you might just want to consider focusing on what feels good
13
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and allowing it to ‘happen’. Ask for guidance, and the right medium will
come to you, and the right people. Try it out! Give it a shot!

NO CHOCOLATE SACRIFICE
On the very night I was made redundant I went to this raw food
party for chocolate lovers organised by Peter Pure. I thought to
myself, ‘I am not going to cancel my plans just because of being
fired!’ and I am very happy that I went. That was a significant shift
– right there, in that moment. We continue to shift things, moment
by moment. I just decided, ‘You know what? I am still going to go
instead of starting the job-research right now.’ I went and I met
some great people. I had a really good time. I just love chocolate,
and Peter was so knowledgeable, sharing all this information about
nutrition and how important it is. That raw chocolate party made
me feel good and helped me to align myself with my passion instead
of focusing on the news and changes to come. I was not a victim.
I made a shift in that moment, to honouring who I was. I thought:
‘I deserve this. This is going to make me feel good. So this is the
right thing to do. Why not treat myself? I did not do anything wrong.
No time to punish myself. This is time for a living, for enjoying the
pleasure of tasting chocolate sauce, and for meeting new people.’

NO EXCUSES: THE SYMBOLISM OF A BOX OF
HERBAL INFUSIONS
Impressed by everything Peter Pure put in it, I bought a ‘tea box’
that night. There are ten infusions: Camomile (for relaxation), Pau
d’Arco (anti-fungal), Echinacea (immunostimulator), St John’s Wort
(anti-depressant), Eyebright (to treat eyestrain), Ginkgo biloba leaf (to
enhance intelligence, concentration and memory), Green Tea (antioxidant), Peppermint (stimulates the appetite and aids digestion),
and Nettle (anti-inflammatory). All these are in this box. Yes, I was
tempted not to buy it as I ended up spending £100, all in all – quite
14
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of a lot of money to be spending only a few hours after losing my
job! But it felt right, and I am so grateful that I did buy this box and
various other items because now, looking at all those little herbs
that I have been infusing and drinking since this morning, I realise
that they are giving me permission to live to my full potential. As
human beings, we all have thoughts of not being clever enough,
or of not having a good memory, and of feeling stressed. Really,
these are excuses, and this tea box is helping me to avoid such
traps because I am taking something to help me defeat them. You
could say it is giving me ‘an excuse’ to fully express all my gifts all
of a sudden.

YOUR INTUITION KNOWS BEST: WHAT FEELS
GOOD?
Sometimes we find ourselves doing things that will go on to help us in
unforeseen ways, for the simple reason that it feels good at the time.
Although we do not necessarily work it all out logically in our brains,
we register it on some level. I did not buy the box of tea at the time
thinking, ‘Oh, I have to do this in order to…’ No, it was not an ‘in
order to’; it was a ‘feel-good’. I bought the box because it felt right
at that moment, and because I was interested in one of those herbs
– Ginkgo biloba – because it is for brain and memory and intelligence,
and I always had this thought, ‘Oh, I have bad memory’, and so I
went ahead and bought the box. Now it is serving its purpose, it was
part of the plan. I am glad I did not resist buying it!

TREAT YOURSELF TO WHAT MAKES YOU FEEL
GOOD...
My major point is: don’t stop everything because you just lost your
job, or because there is an economic crisis, or because you have to
be careful and make savings, or because you have maxed out your
credit cards. I am not saying you should spend for the sake of it – if
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it does not feel good then do not spend – but I have just registered
at a high-end gym in Kensington which costs nearly £100 more per
month than my old one. It is a lot of money, especially at a time
when you could say that I should be thrifty, but I am so grateful I did
it. As I was out of a job, I knew I was going to have some spare time
and I knew it was important to spend some of this as quality time.
I wanted to make sure that I was going to be busy, in my mind’s
eye, and not just staying home alone, getting increasingly depressed.
Instead, I would be finding ways to keep my morale up, and staying
energized.

...ECONOMISE IN OTHER AREAS
However, I was more cost-conscious when I went to Whole Foods
after registering at the gym. I picked up some organic avocados
and bananas, but I did not go on and on shopping and buying the
whole store, as I usually do. I was still very happy with my purchases,
because this is the food I prefer. (If I had bought the whole store I
would probably have felt bad afterwards.) The £49 that I shall pay
at the gym for the rest of the month, pro rata, is probably what I
saved through not buying unnecessary items at the store. I could
have bought more, yes, but I did not really need those things as my
fridge already contained some food. It would have been an extra
expense, whereas investing in the gym… Yes, it is pricey, but it has
a swimming pool and beautiful facilities. I feel so great every time I
walk into it.
I used to go to the one in Regent Park next to work, but I never
liked it, frankly. I dragged my feet there only one or twice a week. In
Chicago, I went to East Bank Club, to this beautiful, awesome place
where Barack Obama and Oprah Winfrey used to exercise, and still
do when they are in town – 11,000 members, just the biggest club
that exists, I think, in the entire world, if Dubai has not created an
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even bigger one! It was like a country club, absolutely amazing, and I
missed that. It has taken me a bit of time to find my feet – six months
now – and I feel so grateful that I have attracted this new gym and
have not had to change my plans because I lost my job.

FORWARDS, NOT BACKWARDS
I am moving in ten days, to Earl’s Court, and I was thinking that maybe
I should reconsider… maybe go back to France, but I reflected: no,
that would not feel good! I remember the time just after I left college
when my mom was always on my case about finding a job. I don’t
blame her for anything but it led me to move to the USA, as I was
thinking that she was responsible for me not finding a job. I thought:
‘Better get out of the way and live life on my own, and then I will be
able to find the job that I want.’ But I do not want to do this a second
time. I learned my lesson.
Don’t get me wrong. I love my mom. She is the most precious thing
I have in my life. She is simply amazing. I love her to pieces. She
is the most loving, generous, elegant and social person I have ever
met. But back then she was an obstacle. I was not fair to her, but
life took me to the USA and it was an amazing experience.
…So, it led me to the United States and – no regrets – I lived there
for eight years. I was self-employed. I had a ball. I met amazing
people, like my best friend Daniel Moore who lives in Florida, and
Hank Andries who now lives in Michigan. I met Oprah Winfrey who
absolutely put me on track for living my passion. (She is someone I
very much admire.) I was able to start a TV show there. I was able
to start raw food and learn about so many things. I was able to put
together seminars, meet Laura and Sandy with whom I co-founded
‘Co-Creating Our Reality’ and the ‘100-Day Reality Challenge’, and
I started to do my videos on YouTube. The United States was a
wonderfully enriching experience.
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None of this would have happened were it not for the clash between
my mom and myself at the end of college. But right now, at 31, I do
not think it will serve me well to go back to my parents. I am now
an adult. I want to take full responsibility for where I am and where
I am going.
I want to continue with my plans and move to Earl’s Court in a couple
of weeks. I feel great about my new place and about the amount
of money I am paying to rent it. I am going to have faith that things
are happening, and that I am going to be supported financially. I am
keeping an abundant mindset. I also feel good about it because I
have reserves to cope financially for a few months, so I am doing
things responsibly as well. I think it is important to be responsible.
Although I say it is important to stick with the plans that were created
from a place – a state – of feeling good, I am not saying we should
spend money and put everything on our credit cards and get into
debt.

THE POWER OF DECLARATIONS
But this new place… I love it. It makes me feel so good just thinking
about moving there. I am so happy to be moving very soon.
I had declared on video exactly the type of place I wanted, and it
has all the things I described. It has the high ceilings, it has the big
windows, it has the fireplace, it has a lot of space for cupboards,
and it has the central location (not far from South Kensington) that I
wanted. So I am moving forward. This is the physical place I attracted
from the emotional place of feeling good This is the flat I manifested
by simply stating exactly what I wanted, what it will look like, how it
would feel. I had described everything about it. So, when I walked
in, I knew it was it. I had only seen the front door, and I knew this was
it. The rent was also what I was willing to pay, so I immediately said
yes. My ex-flatmate was laughing at me for even considering that I
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could find such a place in London for that price, but I knew I would.
I had my special Law-of-Attraction plan, the genie-in-the-bottle trick,
to make a wish: ‘Your wish is my command!’ Boom! It appears.
I just love it. I have so many Law-of-Attraction stories on my YouTube
channel (youtube.com/liloumace), from how I met Oprah Winfrey to
how I attracted $20,000, from how I attracted a cute convertible to
how I landed new clients. It is all there. Check it out. If, at this
point, you still doubt the power of consciously applying the Law of
Attraction, then visit it immediately!

TIME FLIES WHEN YOU’RE HAVING FUN
I am done chopping the avocado and the red pepper but that’s all.
It is now 4 o’clock. Gee! Time is passing by, but this has been very
productive and is very exciting.

LIFE AS A RECIPE
I think life is like a recipe. You put one ingredient in at a time. It felt
good to add those avocados, and then the red peppers, and now I
am adding basil, and I do not know what the final recipe will look like.
But I know it will taste good and feel good.
It is the same in life. You just add one ingredient at a time. I think it is
important not to be overwhelmed by thoughts like ‘Oh, I need to get
this right!’ and ‘Oh, what are the consequences if I do this?’ Just go
with the flow and add one ingredient at a time.
Concerning ingredients… I choose them, I feel them, and if they feel
good in my hands, I chop them. If I feel an ingredient is going to
nourish my body, and it will feel good once all of them are together,
then I add it to the recipe. It is important to know what you want,
but sometimes life unfolds and you must have faith. You might only
be able to see what the next ingredient is, but you are still moving
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forward with the recipe! You do not stop there in the middle of it. You
taste it. If it lacks a bit of salt then you will add salt, right? I feel it is
the same in life! If you are at least committed to finding something
that will feel great – a job that will match what you want – then things
will come together for you, one step at a time. You are going to meet
the right people and you are going to reach for the right ingredient
and have a great recipe and a wonderful meal… a wonderful life.

PUT THOSE MUSHROOMS IN THE BIN!
When you are making a meal, as in life, you come across various
potential ingredients, and not all are appropriate. For example, right
now I am contemplating these mushrooms. Frankly, I’ve had them
in my fridge for a while, and they were brown from the moment I
bought them. Although I wanted to put them in this salad, every time
I cut one of them it just did not feel right. These mushrooms might
represent something that is about to arise, or has arisen, in your life,
something that is rotten inside. It is not the right thing and yet you
still put it in your salad, you still accept it. Well, I say: ‘Take those
mushrooms and put them in the bin.’ If it does not feel right then
there is no need to continue with it. Nobody is going to force you to
eat those mushrooms, so put them in the bin!
Yes, we have been brought up to think of this as wasteful, but you
know what it is a bigger waste? Not feeling good about yourself. This
is how important you are to the world. You have a unique mission
that no one else can fulfil. You have something unique to put out.
Therefore, if you are doing something that does not feel good, you
are taking something away from all of us. I want you to give this point
your full consideration. Go and grab those rotten mushrooms that
are happening in your life and, whether or not you have been eating
them, put them in the bin right now!
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TOUGH IS GOOD? GOOD IS TOUGH?
And then there are those hot peppers… I am thinking of adding this
one to my salad – boy, this little baby is so hot my mouth will burn!
But you know what? My salad needs a bit of spice, and this chilli
pepper is going to stimulate, it is going to be good for me! It has lots
of vitamin C. My point here is you might want to add some things
that are going to be tough to take on, but you know how valuable
and good they are going to be in your life in the long run. These are
worth chopping up small and adding to your salad.
I am going to chop those pieces of hot pepper really finely; I am not
obliged to cut them into big chunks. The same with life: those things
that are harder to take on, but which you know are good for you and
will result in good things, just cut them into smaller pieces, or divide
your time and do them in smaller portions – going to the gym, for
example. It does not feel easy right now, because I am out of shape,
frankly, as I have not been exercising for a while, but I do know that I
have to take the strain because it feels so good after each workout,
and it is going to increase my confidence. The benefit is huge, so I
am going to do smaller workouts and slowly build up.

CANCEL NEGATIVE THOUGHTS
You notice I said ‘slowly build up’? Those are the words I just used.
You should be very careful and watch what you say as this creates
your reality. I was, in effect, saying that things are going to be slow;
but then this becomes the context, the reality I am creating for myself.
No! I am cancelling that thought. I say to myself ‘Cancel, cancel!’
and then I create something else because otherwise it stays there,
that negative thought. And that’s one thought that then leads to
another thought, and then others… But I am on a high, on a roll…
I want to attract, very quickly, this job of my dreams, and put this
project together, so I am cancelling that thought.
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THE RIGHT ENVIRONMENT FOSTERS
CREATIVITY
You know what is even more interesting? All these thoughts are
coming as I am preparing food, and, funnily enough, my dad is a
chef and he himself wrote a book years ago, although it has never
been published. (I guess it should be called a manuscript.) The Art
of Cooking Zen is all about feeling the ingredients, and choosing the
food depending on how you are feeling. It is about following your
intuition, and letting your body’s needs and your creativity take over!
Dad is such a gifted chef, and maybe my ideas are flowing right now
for the simple reason that I am in my natural environment. I grew
up with him cooking and I am very close to food. …Or maybe it’s
simply a matter of being French! Whatever the explanation, I see
every single one of those vegetables as a metaphor for some aspect
of life. I am amazed.

ONE DOOR CLOSES, ANOTHER OPENS
At the gym earlier, I was exercising when ideas started to flow. Even
more ideas were flowing after the workout – I was in my bathrobe,
feeling relaxed and doing my hair, and all these thoughts were
coming. So I panicked: ‘Oh my God! I have to stop everything and
start writing or grab a computer.’ Then I remembered that there were
a few iMacs at the gym, and I love Macs, so I assumed this would be
perfect and I could simply type up my ideas on one of those.
I started on the first computer and it was slow. I started on the
second, thinking it might be better because it was in a more secluded
spot, but I could not figure out how to open Internet Explorer. I went
to the third computer and it froze, and that was all three computers!
It took me three computers before I figured out that this was not the
right place and the right moment.
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I tried to use my iPhone because the ideas were flowing so strongly, and
started typing on it, using the notepad function. Not paying attention
to where I was going, I kept stopping all over the underground, getting
lost along the way.
Now, since I am back home and my flatmate is not here, I can use this
recording device and simply record all my thoughts. I feel great about
it. I feel really good talking to this device and expressing my thoughts
like this. Paper does not work for me: the thought of the blank page
put me off writing a book.

UNIQUE METHODS FOR UNIQUE PEOPLE
I remember Neale Donald Walsch wrote on a notepad, line after line
after line, but for me this was not it. Sometimes you can get hung up
on how other people do things. Don’t feel you have to do things the
same way as others. If necessary, embrace innovation and do things in
an original way, in your own unique way.
We all have a unique way of doing things. If you try to do something
new or find an idea and you go about it the same way as others, the
results will be the same… or worse. The idea here is to fine-tune things
and do what feels good for you. When you find that, then things just
flow, as is the case for me right now with this recording device. Doing it
this way feels amazing. I cannot believe I am being so chatty right now.
It is coming together.

THE IMPORTANCE OF DREAMING (BIG!)
People sometimes say to me: ‘Oh, you dream big. You are a dreamer.
You dream too big.’ Yes, I dream, but no, I don’t see it as a fault; I think
it is one of my biggest strengths. If I did not dream my life would be
totally dull and boring. I do not envy anybody who simply exists, and
thinks the old boring way, and never steps outside their comfort zone.
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It is because I dream that I went to the USA. It is because I dream
that I started my own business at the age of 24. It is because I dream
that I dared to declare that I was going to meet Oprah Winfrey. It is
because I dream that I met her in person, and she then inspired me
to start my own TV show in Chicago. It is because I dream that I put
together a volunteer team to run this show. It is because I dream that
I am now in the UK doing this. It is because I dream that I am now
sharing these thoughts with you. It is because I dream that this book
will make a difference in your life. It is because I dream that I will help
millions of people to live fulfilled lives. It is because I dream… It is
because I dream… It is because I dream.

…AND THEN ALLOWING THE DREAMS TO
HAPPEN
…And it is not simply because I dream, but also because I allow
my dreams to happen, and I take actions that feel good, in line with
these dreams.
We all have not just one but many dreams. We have some that are
certainly more important than others, and dreams that grab us more.

UNLEASH YOUR ‘POWER WITHIN’
I know I cannot be positive all the time, and I know I have my negative
thoughts. Sometimes when I stick my neck out and declare my
ambitions in public something inside of me is scared… You know
that scary feeling? Some call it butterflies. You know exactly what I
am talking about – when you get outside your comfort zone, and yet
it feels good? The feel-good is on top of it? It does not feel ‘bad’, as
such, but it is scary, it terrifies you!
This is exactly the direction that you could and should be taking right
now, because it will lead to something even bigger.
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If it were not for facing my fears then I would not have come this far in
my life, I would not have been put myself on the spot in various ways,
and have found myself enjoying every single second of challenging
situations, and I mean fully enjoying them. I call it living a juicy life: a
life of purpose and passion.
I remember the Anthony Robbins class that I did (Unleash the Power
Within) back in Orlando a few years ago – especially the fire walk, and
how we conditioned ourselves before stepping on the hot coals. We
had to visualise ourselves on the other side of the sizzling embers,
being happy to be on the other side. We had to celebrate our victory
in advance. I remember the power move that he taught us, to pump
our energy right up in seconds. And it worked! I was in awe at this
exploit. I did not cheat; I conditioned myself, and I did it! It was an
incredible, mind-blowing experience. I shall never forget that night,
when I unleashed some of my ‘power within’. I use the techniques of
visualisation and energy boosting to this day, in interviews, auditions
and meetings. Whenever I need to reach my peak potential. Like
athletes, we can conditions ourselves to win.

WHAT FLOATS YOUR BOAT?
I just love the camera. There is something about the video camera, in
particular – and not having anybody in front of me– that works for me.
It might not work for others. I am not comfortable in front of 10,000
people, although one day I will be! I am terrified of public speaking.
I have tried it many times. I do want to share my knowledge with
millions of people but my outlet is not, for the moment, that of public
speaking.
So what floats your boat? We all have our own ‘things’. Think about
what it or they might look like for you… about what feels good. Make
a list in your journal of all the things that feel good in your life. For
me it feels good when I am in front of the camera, it feels good when
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I am on the Internet, it feels good to socialise, to travel, to organise
events. It feels great to do video diaries. It feels great to say, ‘I want
to empower millions of people.’ It feels right. It feels great to walk in
nature, to go to the gym, to eat green food… List everything now!
Go on and on.

THE RIGHT THING AT THE RIGHT TIME
Sometimes in life we are given things that we are not quite ready for.
For instance, a book – you start reading it because people (or even
myself) have recommended it to you: ‘It helped her. I am going to
get it and I shall learn so much from it.’ Well, you know what? You
might have that book in your hands – I am not talking about this
particular book, as I am sure you are enjoying it! – but some other
book… OK, even if it this is the book, if it is hard to read then just
put it to one side and wait. If you are not enjoying it then leave it for
now and go back to it later. One day it will feel right. I cannot even
tell you how many books I have started and I have finished a month
later, or two or six years later. I finish others in a day, in hours – it’s the
right moment, it’s the right time for them. I hope this book is like that
for you right now, that it feels right and that these words are exactly
what you needed to hear. If that is the case, then I invite you to share
it with others.

NEW WAYS OF THINKING URGENTLY NEEDED
The economic crisis is bringing us to the realisation that life is about
collaboration, it is about helping each other; it is not about holding
information back. We have to learn that, as human beings, we are
very powerful. Everything is now being radically questioned because
of the financial crisis. Old ways of thinking are collapsing and
disintegrating. We have to re-learn what it takes to be a human, and
how we should function. The moment is now!
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